Oscar winning Actress Marisa Tomei supports Global!

Oscar winning and critically acclaimed actress Marisa Tomei will join Global's Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show on Saturday, November 11. Tomei can currently be seen in the action-packed Marvel blockbuster hit, 'Spider-Man: Homecoming.'

World Renowned Tennis Players serve up best Dare To Play Tennis Camp yet!

Former World No. 1 tennis player Mats Wilander and his doubles partner, tennis star Cameron Lickle, teamed up for Global's Dare to Play Tennis Camp Exhibition Day. The event was the culmination of a six-week camp where athletes with Down syndrome and their typical peers learned the fundamentals of tennis — and had some fun along the way!

International Model and Designer To Receive Global's Quincy Jones Award!

Named '2016 Model of the Year,' Madeline Stuart has walked the runways of Fashion Week in New York, Paris, Dubai, China, Russia, and many more. She is regularly featured in Vogue, Cosmopolitan, and Elle, and this year released her own fashion line, 21 Reasons Why by Madeline Stuart. Global is proud to celebrate Stuart at its Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show on November 11.

Global awards over $475K in Educational Grants across the US

In just a few short years, Global has provided over $475K in grants to over 50 different Down syndrome organizations across the nation. This year, Global awarded $75,250 to nine organizations in eight different states.

Global Down Syndrome Foundation researchers share positive results of Alzheimer's drug in trial on 9News

Dr. Huntington Potter — Director of Alzheimer's Disease Programs at the Global affiliated Linda Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome, and Director of Rocky Mountain Alzheimer's Disease Center (RMADC) — and his team at RMADC have presented positive preliminary results of a clinical trial of the drug leucine for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease.
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